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SimpleFX features
Watch intro
to learn more

Markets

Accounts





15 base account
currencies
Up to 1:500 leverage
Anonymous Bitcoin
account
No minimum deposits










Negative Balance
Protection
Fully Anonymous trading
for Bitcoin Accounts
Secure Funds on Client
segregated accounts
Many secure ways to
deposit money






Affiliate

Safety


60 currency pairs
Indices, commodities,
precious metals
Spreads from 0.1
Trade 24/7/365

Trading






Multi-level infinite
connections
Simulate your daily
earnings
Affilate marketing tools
Simple cookie-based
system

No dealing desk
No trade commission
Meta Trader 4
Fast execution

Community





Shoutbox to discuss with
other traders
Signal trading between all
MetaTrader 4 brokers
Easy sign in/up with
Facebook and Google+
No registration required
to test platform
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CFD is contract for difference. It is a deal
between the seller and the buyer. If you open a
buy order and close the transaction when price
moves up you will make a profit. If you open a
sell order and close it when price moves down
you will make a profit. In conclusion you can
earn on every price movement which is not
possible if we take into consideration for
example stocks instruments.
Check out the payout profile for hypothetical
CFD (it does not take into consideration swap
rates or any fees).
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PROFIT & LOSS DIAGRAM
FOR BUY (LONG) ORDER

Swap is simply the cost-of-carry that is applied to your account on a day-to-day basis. 3 Days Swap is
connected with a three day settlement and is three times bigger than standard swap.

3 Days Swap for Equites, Forex and Precious
Metals

3 Days Swap for Commodities, Crypto and
Indices

Leverage is a tool used to maximize your
benefits. You do not need the whole capital to
trade, small percentage of the entire amount is
more than enough.

Feel free to test our Interactive Leverage
Calculator. Bear in mind that values of
required
margin
might
change
due
to current market situation in the near future.

CFD price
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How to start
You are new to trading? Start with tutorial on the top of our
website (available when logged out).

After going through intro it is time to test our SimpleFX demo account. We offer our clients free virtual
money to test our platform. Open our webtrader and feel free to test it, choose your leverage and trade!

BUY order means that you make a profit
when you close your position above opening
price.

SELL

order means that you make a
profit when you close an order below
opening price while price goes down.

Be aware that if the price goes the opposite direction that you assumed you will not make a profit and
significant loss may occur.
Visit also our FAQ section to learn even more about trading.

After testing us, when you are confident about your trading skills choose your deposit method.
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Join our community!

We are there for you 24/7!
Feel free to contact us.

If you need any help you may always use our
shoutbox to discuss market situations with
other users.

DISCLAIMER & RISK WARNING
Trading in the products and services of SimpleFX, may, even if made in accordance with a
recommendation, result in losses as well as profits. In particular trading in leveraged products, such as
but not limited to, foreign exchange, derivatives and commodities can be very speculative and losses
and profits may fluctuate both violently and rapidly. The Client should unreservedly acknowledge and
accept that, regardless of any information which may be offered by SimpleFX, the value of CFDs shall
fluctuate downwards or upwards and it is even probable that the investment may become of no
value.
Information contained in this document are due to change in time and should not be recognized as
educational material but as an advertisement of SimpleFX`s offer. Before opening real money order
for the first time test SimpleFX on your demo account.
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